DIGITAL HEALTHCARE INNOVATION SUMMIT

Unparalleled Gathering of Leading Innovators, Investors, Payers, Providers and Policymakers

December 10, 2019 ◊ Mandarin Oriental ◊ Boston, MA

The Latest News, Innovation & Leadership
Meet the Right People in 1 Place in 1 Day
Dear Colleague,

Like you, I’ve enjoyed identifying and supporting start-ups using digital tools and technology to improve BOTH people’s health AND our inefficient health care system. In recent years, I’ve joined you in backing exciting companies with hopeful stories.

Now, we’re an industry in transition. Our seeds have taken root and we’re all beginning to realize real gains from the hard work of entrepreneurs, healthcare executives and, yes, investors.

We’re seeing many signs of progress including:

**Financial returns** – Not only are digital health companies finding ways to the public markets, they’re using that capital to acquire our smaller companies and building meaningful businesses.

**New players** – Pharma is now fully in the game, finding able partners and acquisition targets among digital health and data players. We’ll analyze some of the more recent deals and help you anticipate what we’ll see next. Everything’s at play – health insurance is being disrupted and self-insured employers are adopting digital health tools to control their spend through more efficient care.

**Real Adoption** – We’ll hear from providers about how digital technology is delivering value to their systems and payers who will explain what they will and won’t be paying for.

**Consumers** – With deductibles and co-pays at an all-time high, people are taking control of their healthcare and we’re seeing the emergence of true consumer-driven use of more than just apps – complete programs for both preventive and curative health.

On December 10, I hope you’ll join us at the **Digital Healthcare Innovation Summit** to meet the people who worked beside you to build successful stories. Thanks to the hard work of our co-chairs and advisory board, we’ll hear directly from pharma executives, hospital leaders, investors, payers and other critical players.

No doubt, 2020 promises to be a pivotal year for this revolution we helped start. Don’t finish this year without knowing what’s coming.

Warm Regards,

Todd Cozzens, Senior Advisor, DHIS
Co-Founder & Managing Partner, LTP
Agenda Highlights

Live Healthcare is Hard Podcast Interview
Kevin Tabb, MD, President & CEO, Beth Israel Lahey Health

Keynote Interview: What Can We Learn from Livongo’s Story?
Glen Tullman, Founder, Executive Chairman, Livongo

WHO is Going to Pay for THAT? An Analysis of Digital Health Reimbursement

Where Digital is Finding the Best Fit in Pharma

Where is Value-Based Healthcare Taking Root, Doing Good?

M&As and IPOs: Where is the Exit Sign for Digital Health?

How Strategic Investors are Building out their Digital Portfolio

An SVB Report on the State of Digital Health Fundraising
Featured Speakers

Kevin Tabb, MD
President & CEO, Beth Israel Lahey Health

Glen Tullman
Founder, Executive Chairman, Livongo

Rachel Sha
Head, Digital Business Development & Licensing, Global Business Development & Licensing, Sanofi

Jessica A. Zeaske
Partner, Echo Health Ventures

Keith Figlioli
Partner, LRVHealth

Todd Cozzens
Co-Founder & Managing Partner, LTP
Networking Opportunities

The Digital Healthcare Innovation Summit unites the investors, entrepreneurs, providers, payers and industry leaders who are creating the digital tools that create new therapies and deliver more efficient – and effective – care to patients. Attendees will have the opportunity to network with decision makers from across healthcare.

• Keynote
• Networking breakfast, lunch, breaks, and closing reception
• Network with event Sponsors at their hosted tables in the networking area
• Panel discussions

Connect with Our Audience

328 Attendees From 26 States and 4 Countries

- 35% Investment Firms
- 20% Start-ups & Emerging Growth Companies
- 15% Healthcare Payers & Providers
- 15% Advisors, Consultants and Services Firms
- 10% Corporate/Strategic Executives
- 5% Academia and Government Officials

Thank You to Our Sponsors
Summit Venue

The Mandarin Oriental Hotel
776 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02199

Discounted Room Rate: $425 s/d
Discounted Cut-off Date: November 15, 2019

Secure your room using the custom link provided on the Venue section of the dhis.net
Registration

ADVANCE REGISTRATION RATE
UNTIL DECEMBER 6, 2019

$1,595

REGISTRATION RATE AFTER
DECEMBER 6, 2019 & ONSITE

$1,695

REGISTER NOW
TO GUARANTEE YOUR PLACE!

SAVE $400 OFF CURRENT RATE
Mention Keycode MAIL19
Upon Registering

dhis.net